We apply the Lee-Wald covariant phase space method to the Weyl-invariant Topologically Massive Gravity and compute the corresponding on-shell conserved charges. By using appropriate decay conditions for the existing propagating modes in the near-horizon of a stationary black hole, we obtain the charges generating the asymptotic symmetries. We show that the charges are integrable and the (modified) algebras among the asymptotic generators are closed for the certain choice of central extensions. We also find a particular static black hole solution for the Weyl-gauged Topologically Massive Gravity throughout our study.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a Lagrangian field theory, general relativity describes the metric field as the dynamical quantity, and the associated Lagrangian is invariant under the local symmetry group of the diffeomorphisms belonging to the spacetime. Although the general relativity in general admits identical properties with the Standard model gauge theory in this perspective, they turn out to be strictly drifted apart in the Hamiltonian context. That is, unlike the ordinary Yang-Mills case, the Lie algebra of the Dirac constraints upon the phase space in general relativity during the canonical quantization becomes point-dependent yielding distinct constraint functions in phase space. Hence, it fails to establish a viable group inducing the local diffeomorphisms of the Lagrangian [1, 2] . Lee and Wald have remarkably linked the configuration and phase spaces coherently and covariantly resolved this flaw between the local symmetries and constraints in 1990 by constructing the phase space symplectic form from the presymplectic one upon the configuration space generated via the integration of the symplectic current density over an initial Cauchy hypersurface [1] . With these fundamentals, they have achieved to construct the covariant Noether charge associated to any given local symmetry. Their method particularly turns out to be very successful in supplying the fundamentals of dynamical black holes. To be more precise, for example, it is achieved to construct the local conserved quantities at null infinity in the framework of Hamiltonian as the symplectic current radiates through the null infinity [3] albeit the works on the BMS (Bondi-Metzner-Sachs) symmetry at that time [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . With this, the approach successfully reproduces the fundamental laws of the thermodynamics such as the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy for the dynamical black holes [12, 13] . It is also in a great consistency with the recent soft hairs (particles) model by Hawking, Perry and Strominger [14] [15] [16] [17] wherein an extended BMS symmetry disclosing the existence of infinite family of diffeomorphisms (namely, supertranslations) [18] [19] [20] is mainly addressed. (Note that Harlow and Wu have recently proposed an enhanced version of Lee-Wald approach that provides to construct the covariant phase space possessing boundaries 1 .). The Lee-Wald (LW) covariant phase space method has been successfully applied to many diffeomorphism-invariant gravity theories possessing extra local symmetries such as U (1) gauge symmetry. For example, see [24, 25] for the conserved charges and the entropy formulas associated to symmetry generators preserving near horizon conditions in the Einstein-Maxwell theory and Kerr-Newman (A)dS Black Holes, respectively. The details of how the (modified) LW covariant approach takes place will be presented in the bulk of the paper.
In this work, we apply the LW symplectic approach to a particular model of the Weyl-gauged Topologically Massive Gravity (Weyl-gauged TMG) [27] . In doing so, we will compute the quasilocal conserved charge of the Weyl-gauged TMG and also study its near-horizon behaviors in details. Throughout our study, we will also find a particular black hole solution of the Weyl-gauged TMG.
The lay-out of paper is as follows: In Sec.I, we briefly review the Topologically Massive Gravity and its Weyl-invariant extension. In Sec.II, we compute the field equations and the LW covariant charges for the Weyl-gauged TMG. Here, we also evaluate a specific static black hole solution to the model. In the last part of this section, we elaborately study the near-horizon behavior of the Weyl-gauged TMG via appropriate fall-off conditions for the existing dynamical fields. Sec.III is dedicated to our conclusions and discussion on possible future directions.
II. TOPOLOGICALLY MASSIVE GRAVITY AND ITS WEYL-INVARIANT EXTENSION
Here, we briefly recapitulate the integration of Weyl's gauge symmetry to the Topologically Massive Gravity (TMG): as is commonly known, the 2 + 1-dimensional bare general relativity does not possess any physical degree of freedom (dof). This is still the case for the conformally-coupled scalar tensor theory 2 . In this respect, Deser, Jackiw and Templeton constructed an elegant 2 + 1dimensional unitary and renormalizable dynamical gravity theory with the help of the gravitational Chern-Simons term in 1982 [31] . The theory is called Topologically Massive Gravity (TMG) and described by the following action
Here, m corresponds to the (dimensionful) Newton's constant and ǫ λµν is a rank-3 tensor, while σ, k are dimensionless parameters. To have a unitary model in flat background, σ is required to be negative. The Eq.(1) describes a topologically massive graviton 3 possessing a single helicity mode and acquires asymptotically AdS black hole solutions dubbed as Banados-Teitelboim-Zanelli (BTZ) black holes [33] . Despite its unique properties, TMG in general fails to be a complete theory in the holography context. More precisely, it has been shown that the energies of boundary gravitons and BTZ black holes contradict with each others as for generic mass parameter k, and thus one of them inevitably turns out to be negative. This problem has been resolved in the chiral limit of TMG wherein the boundary gravitons disappear at the critical point k 2 = −Λ [34] . Together with the above-mentioned unique properties of TMG and the Weyl's gauge symmetry that provides the local conformal invariance to the theories and thus does not allow the existence of 1 See respectively [21, 22] for the first law of black hole thermodynamics associated to the fields augmenting extra internal gauge degree of freedoms and a general phase space approach to obtain conserved charges generating exact symmetries. 2 This can be easily seen during the transformation from Jordan to Einstein frames. 3 With masses, Mgraviton = − σm |k| and M 2 graviton = σ 2 m 2 k 2 + Λ about flat and (A)dS backgrounds, respectively [32] .
any dimensionful parameter [28] [29] [30] 4 , the Weyl-invariant extension of TMG has been constructed in [27] . Here, with the help of the extra real scalar and abelian gauge field as well as the following Weyl's local transformations in 2 + 1-dimensions 5
it has been shown that the local Weyl-invariant enhancement of the TMG turns out to be
where the Weyl-invariant connection is
Here, D µ stands for the gauge covariant derivative. As is seen in the explicit form of the action in Eq. (7), the Weyl-TMG interestingly assembles the usual TMG, the Topologically Massive Electrodynamics and a conformally-coupled Proca mass term [27] . Moreover, after a straightforward calculations, one can show that the relationship between the Lagrangian of Weyl-gauged and ordinary Chern-Simons terms becomes
Also, together with the following Weyl-invariant scalar and Maxwell sectors
where α, β are dimensionless quantities, it has been shown that the Weyl-gauged TMG is unitary at the tree-level around the constant curvature backgrounds for certain values of the parameters [27] .
Here, as in the [37-39] 6 , the Weyl's symmetry is spontaneously broken by the virtue of ordinary Higgs and Coleman-Weinberg mechanisms in (A)dS and flat vacua, respectively.
III. LEE-WALD CHARGES OF WEYL-GAUGED TMG
Now that we have seen the essential preliminaries, let us now compute the quasi-local charges for the Weyl-gauged TMG via the LW covariant phase space approach. To do so, let us first notice 4 Having the dimensionful parameter (i.e., Newton's constant) is the main problem of the non-renormalizibility of general relativity at the loop level. Therefore, since it is broken by the presence of any dimensionful parameter, the local-scale invariance has a great potential to be one of the core symmetries and so provide further inside in the quantum gravity. 5 See [35] for a recent study of Weyl's symmetry in the flat-holography perspective and [36] for a comprehensive review of Weyl's gauging approach. 6 See [40] for a similar symmetry breaking mechanism by Jackiw and Pi.
that the explicit form of the Lagrangian Eq.(3) becomes
where we keep the dimensionless parameter for the sake of future discussions. At that step, one should notice that since the usual LW symplectic method is only valid for the covariant theories and the Chern-Simons term breaks the covariance of Lagrangian, a naive direct attempt of using LW approach to get the charge for Weyl-gauged TMG will not work. For this reason, we will follow the modified LW approach proposed by Tachikawa [41] to handle the Lagrangian involving Chern-Simons term. (See also [42] [43] [44] for the related works) 7 . After underlying this crucial point and denoting the dynamical fields as ψ = {g µν , A µ , Φ} as a compact form, one gets the first order variation of the Eq. (7) as follows
As is well-known, setting E ψ to zero gives the on-shell field equations for the propagating fields. Namely, by doing so, one gets the metric field equation as
Here, G µν = R µν − 1 2 g µν R is the ordinary Einstein's tensor. Similarly, the Weyl's gauge field equation turns out to be
where
Weyl's conformal transformation. Furthermore, the scalar field equation becomes
7 In our calculation, since the Lagrangian of the Weyl-TMG contains extra dofs together with the graviton field as in [45] where the LW charges in the Einstein-Maxwell-Dilation theory are obtained, we will follow it, too.
Finally, the boundary term which is called "symplectic potential" will read
Denoting the generators of the diffeomorphism and U (1) gauge symmetry respectively as ξ µ (x) and λ(x), one can define the incorporated symmetry generator as χ = (ξ, λ) under which one has the following infinitesimal transformations of the dynamical dofs [24, 25] 
where £ ξ is the Lie derivative with respect to the vector field ξ. Then, by following the modified LW symplectic approach in [41] , one can demonstrate that the variation of the Lagrangian in Eq. (7) generated by the enhanced generator χ can be recast as follows
Observe that since the Lagrangian fails to be invariant under the enlarged symmetry transformations generated by χ = (ξ, λ), the symplectic potential (i.e., surface term) in Eq.(12) will not turn out to be a covariant quantity in that case. Rather, as one varies the symplectic potential with respect to the combined transformation á la χ, one finds that it actually deviates from its Lie derivative as follows [41] [42] [43] [44] 
Moreover, taking the variation of Eq.(8) as the one induced by the enlarged symmetry generator χ and accordingly addressing the Eq. (14), one will be able to define the on-shell Noether current as follows
in such a way that one gets ∂ µ J µ χ [ψ] ≃ 0 where the symbol " ≃ " stands for the on-shell equality. Subsequently, with the help of Poincare lemma, one can show that the on-shell current in Eq. (18) can be rewritten as
Besides, by varying the Eq.(18) and then making use of Eq. (16) , one finds that the LW symplectic potential turns out to be
Notice that after a straightforward calculation, one can show that the terms in the second parenthesis in Eq. (21) can be recast as a total derivative as follows
Followingly, by substituting Eq.(22) into the expression for the LW symplectic current in Eq. (21), one will arrive at
where the formula for the LW charge (symplectic 2-form) turns out to be 
where we have made use of the following definitions
8 Observe that for the appropriate choices of the dynamical fields, Eq.(26) recovers the symplectic charge for the TMG obtained in [46] .
A. Black Hole Solution
In this part, we dwell on the construction of (at least a specific) static spherically symmetric solution of the Weyl-gauged TMG. For this purpose, let us start with the following generic ansatz
In this metric, the non-zero components of the Einstein and the Cotton tensors are respectively given by
where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to x. Observe that by considering A µ = A µ (r), then one has
Since the calculations are very long albeit straightforward, we shall only give the results. Hence, by using all these settings into the field equations in Eq.(9)-Eq. (11), after a tedious computations throughout which one needs to benefit from the Euler's hyper-geometric differential equation
and their solutions called the Hyper-geometric functions 2 F 1 (a, b; c; z), one will eventually end up with a particular static black hole solution described by
for the following choice of the components of the Weyl's scalar and gauge fields and also the coupling constants Φ = Φ 0 = constant, A r = 0 (gauge fixing condition)
where D 1 and l are constants.
B. Decay Conditions and Asymptotic Charges
Now we wish to study the near horizon behavior of a stationary black hole in the Weyl-invariant TMG in order to particularly reveal the behavior of the Weyl's gauge symmetry and check if there comes any residual symmetry in this region of the spacetime. In doing so, we assume that the geometry of the near horizon is described by the following generic metric in the Gaussian null coordinates [24, 25, 45, [47] [48] [49] 
Here, κ is the surface gravity and ν is the so-called advanced coordinate which provides to describe any null surface via g µν ∂ µ ν∂ ν ν = 0. Moreover, the generator of the surface is k µ = g µν ∂ ν ν and affinely parameterized by ρ. As is apparent in the Eq.(35), we start with the general situation where all functions κ, θ, Ω,λ are assumed to be x-dependent [24, 25, 45, [47] [48] [49] . By picking the gauge-fixing condition to be A ρ = 0, one is allowed to set up the ensuing decays of the Weyl's real scalar and gauge fields up to O(ρ 2 ) in the vicinity of horizon, respectively
where we initially suppose that all the components depend on x again. Note that with the Eq.(37), one gets the non-vanishing components of field-strength tensor as To get the asymptotic generators for the enhanced symmetry, we first presume that the boundary conditions are state-independent which is achieved by taking the leading terms to be independent of the propagating modes as in [45, 48] . It is actually straightforward to show that by solving
one ends up with
where ( ′ ) denotes derivative with respect to x and T, Y, λ (0) represent any functions depending on x. Later, with the help of Eq.(40) and δ ξ g µν = 2∇ (µ ξ ν) , one eventually gets the variation of the propagating fields with respect to the enlarged symmetry generator as follows [45, 48] 
Observe that the gauge-parameters are field-dependent. Therefore, before computing the algebra among the asymptotic charges, let us first search for the algebra among the generators: as is wellknown, the algebra among the generators in general will not be closed in the field-dependent case.
To cure this obstacle, one needs to define an appropriate modified Lie derivative to check for the closeness of algebra via [δ ξ 1 , δ ξ 2 ]g µν = δ [ξ 1 ,ξ 2 ] M g µν yielding [18-20, 45, 48-50] 
Here, δ (g) ξ 1 ξ 2 represents the correction coming to the ξ 2 because of the variation of the metric via ξ 1 . Using the variations of fields in Eq.(41) and also the short-hand notation δ (g)
where f i stands for the fields in the metric (such as Ω 2 etc.), one then has
All in all, by making use of these setups and after a straightforward calculations, one can demonstrate that the enhanced algebra associated to the diffeomorphism sector becomes closed as
where the functions in ξ 12 are
Moreover, note that the extended symmetry χ = χ(T, Y, λ (0) ) contains the extra mode λ (0) (x) associated to the U (1) abelian gauge symmetry. As was shown in the [45] which is our case, too, with the help of the definition of the extra commutations
2 )] * = 0, [χ(0, 0, λ
the algebra among the asymptotic generators turns out to be closed
where λ
1 . Moreover, as was demonstrated in [45] , by setting the modes as
where z andz are complex coordinates on the conformal two-sphere, one gets the following family of brackets associated to the modes 
which describes a family of supertranslation (T (m,n) ), two family of Witt algebras (Y m andȲ m ) and a family of multiple charges (λ (0) (m,n) ) [45] . Now that we have obtained the modified brackets among the enhanced symmetry generators associated to the diffeomorphism plus U (1) gauge symmetry, we can now study the integrability and algebra among the asymptotic charges. For this purpose, let us first recall that the variation (fluctuation) of the charges can be defined by integrating the LW symplectic charge throughout the horizon as 10
Furthermore, as in [45] , one can define the asymptotic charge associated to the enhanced symmetry generator χ = χ(ξ, λ) as a one-parameter phase space integration as follows
Here, s is the parameter describing the curve in the phase space. Noting that the background contribution is generally described by s = 0 whose subtraction will yield a finite charge. After taking this point into account, let us also notice that the LW algebra among charges is given in terms of the Dirac brackets as [45] {Q
whereĈ(χ 1 , χ 2 ) stands for the central extension. Moreover, the algebra in the Eq.(52) can be recast as follows
By making use of all these settings in a long and somewhat cumbersome calculation, one will eventually end up with that the asymptotic charge in general fails to be integrable. However, the result interestingly turns into the desired form for specific choices of gauge components. That is, the associated integral can be written as a total derivative only for two distinct choices, namely A (0)
x = 0. For the first choice, one gets νρ-component of the asymptotic charge aŝ
Alternatively, one finds the νρ-components for the second choice as followŝ
(55) 10 Since the existing symmetry structure is same as the one in [45] , we closely follow this paper in our analysis.
Accordingly, one can easily demonstrate that the variation of νρ-component of the asymptotic charge via a second generator χ 2 for these choices at the zeroth order respectively yields a closed algebra
where the central extensions for these two choices turn out to be respectively as followŝ
Observe that the central extensions in Eq.(57) and Eq.(58) associated to the different choices (i.e., A (0)
x = 0) are spacetime point independent once the integrals are performed over the horizon. Finally, let us notice that by mean of the Eq.(48), one can easily split the components of the asymptotic charge into its supertranslation, superrotation and multiple-charge sectors as in [45] for the first choice as follows
where γ is the determinant of the induced metric associated to complex coordinates z andz. Similarly, one gets the relevant decomposition of the charge inducing asymptotic symmetries for the second choice as
IV. CONCLUSION
The Weyl-invariant TMG is a ghost and tachyon-free (unitary) model that unifies the usual TMG, the Topologically Massive Electrodynamics and a conformally-coupled Proca mass term via the Weyl's gauge symmetry [27] . It has been also demonstrated that the Weyl's gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken á la Higgs and Coleman-Weinberg mechanisms in (A)dS and flat vacua, respectively. In this work, we elaborately study the symmetry structure of the Weyl-gauged TMG via the modified LW covariant phase space method which is introduced in [41] to cope with the Lagrangian possessing gravitational Chern-Simon term. Accordingly, we have calculated the relevant quasi-local on-shell conserved charges associated to the enlarged symmetry χ = (ξ, λ) (that is, the diffeomorphism plus Weyl's U (1) gauge symmetry). With the assumption of legitimate decay conditions for the existing propagating fields, we have subsequently evaluated the asymptotic charges generating asymptotic symmetries in the vicinity of a stationary black hole as in [24, 25, 45, [47] [48] [49] . From the field equations, we have found that the surface gravity κ and Φ 0 need to be constant, whereas A (0) ν should vanish. Since the gauge parameters are field dependent, we have defined an appropriate modified Lie derivative in consistent with the literature. With these modified brackets, we have demonstrated that the algebra among the enhanced asymptotic symmetry generators χ = χ(T, Y, λ (0) ) turns out to be closed. For the particular choices of the central extensions, we have also shown that the asymptotic LW charge associated to asymptotic symmetry generators is integrable and the (modified) algebras among them are closed. In general, the algebras among the modes consist of a family of supertranslation (T (m,n) ), two family of Witt algebras (Y m andȲ m ) and a family of multiple charges (λ (0) (m,n) ). Finally, we have also obtained a specific static black hole solution of the Weyl-gauged TMG throughout our study.
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